
About the uniqueness and the denominators of the KontsevichintegralChristine Lescop �April 10, 2000AbstractWe re�ne a theorem of Le and Murakami about the uniqueness of framed link invariantsderived from "good" monoidal functors from the category of framed q-tangles to the category ofspaces of Feynman diagrams.As a corollary, we prove that the Altschuler and Freidel anomaly � 2 A(S1) -that groupsthe Bott and Taubes anomalous terms- is a combination of diagrams with two univalent verticesand we explicitly de�ne the isomorphism of A which transforms the Kontsevich integral into thePoirier limit of the perturbative expression of the Chern-Simons theory for framed links, as afunction of �.As a consequence of this corollary, we use the Poirier estimates on the denominators of theperturbative expression of the Chern-Simons theory to show that the denominators of the degree npart of the Kontsevich integral of framed links divide into (2!3! : : : (n�5)!)(n�5)!32(3n�4)!22n+2for n � 5.1 IntroductionThere are essentially two universal Vassiliev invariants of links, the Kontsevich integral, and theperturbative expression of the Chern-Simons theory studied by Guadagnini Martellini and Mintchev,Bar-Natan, Kontsevich, Bott and Taubes [BT], D. Thurston [Th], Altschuler and Freidel [AF], Yang,Poirier [P1, P2, P]... The question of knowing whether the two invariants coincide or not is stillopen to mathematicians despite the substantial progress of Sylvain Poirier who in particular reducedthis question to the computation of the anomaly of Bott, Taubes, Altschuler and Freidel which is anelement of the space of Feynman diagrams A(S1).In this article, after specifying all our de�nitions and notations, we �rst review all the mainproperties that are shared by the Kontsevich integral and the Poirier limit of the perturbative expres-sion of the Chern-Simons theory. We call an invariant of framed links satisfying all these properties agood monoidal functor from the category of framed q-tangles to A. Second, we re�ne a theorem of Leand Murakami [LM, Theorem 8] inspired by Drinfeld and Kontsevich that could be stated as follows:A good monoidal functor that varies like the Kontsevich integral ZK under a framing change mustcoincide with ZK on framed links. Our re�nement is stated in Theorem 1.3. Roughly speaking, we listthe possible variations of good monoidal functors under framing changes and we de�ne some specialtype of isomorphisms of A, the 	(�), so that, when restricted to framed links, any good monoidalfunctor is of the form 	(�) � ZK .As a corollary, we explicitly de�ne the isomorphism ofA which transforms the Kontsevich integralinto the Poirier limit [P] of the perturbative expression of the Chern-Simons theory, as a function of theBott and Taubes anomaly. This corollary allows us to use the Poirier estimates on the denominators ofthe perturbative expression of the Chern-Simons theory to show that the denominators of the degreen part of the Kontsevich integral of framed links divide into (2!3! : : : (n� 5)!)(n� 5)!32(3n� 4)!22n+2for n � 5. These denominators have more prime factors than the denominators (2!3! : : : n!)4(n+1)! ofLe [Le] but they are smaller.�CNRS, Institut Fourier (UMR 5582) 1



I thank Christophe Champetier, Gregor Masbaum, and especially Dylan Thurston and PierreVogel for useful conversations.De�nition 1.1 Here, we use standard notation related to spaces of Feynman diagrams that will berecalled in Section 2. We say that an element � = (�n)n2N in A(S1) is a two-leg element if, for anyn 2 N, �n is a combination of diagrams with two univalent vertices.Forgetting S1 from such a two-leg element gives rise to a unique series �s of diagrams with twodistinguished univalent vertices v1 and v2, such that �s is symmetric with respect to the exchange ofv1 and v2. (According to [Vo, Corollary 4.2], all two-leg elements are symmetric with respect to thissymmetry modulo the standard AS and IHX relations. This is reproved as Lemma 9.4 below.)If � is a chord diagram, then 	(�)(�) is de�ned by replacing each chord by �s. As it will be seenafter Lemma 6.1, 	(�) is a well-de�ned morphism of topological vector spaces from A(M) to A(M)for any one-manifold M , and 	(�) is an isomorphism as soon as �1 6= 0.All the natural de�nitions used in the following de�nition will be speci�ed in Section 3.De�nition 1.2 A good monoidal functor is a monoidal functor Z from the category of framed q-tangles (up to framed isotopy) to the category of spaces of Feynman diagrams which satis�es:1. For any q-tangle T , the degree zero part Z0(T ) of Z(T ) is 1.2. Z is compatible with the deletion of a component.3. Z is compatible with the duplication of a regular component, that is a component that can berepresented without horizontal tangent vectors.4. Z is invariant under the 180-degree rotation around the vertical axis.5. Let sh be the orthogonal symmetry with respect to the horizontal plane and let sv be the orthog-onal symmetry with respect to the blackboard plane. Let �v and �h be the two endomorphismsof the topological vector spaces A(S1) such that �v(z[�]) = (�1)dz[�] and �h(z[�]) = (�1)dz[�],where z is a complex number and [�] is the image of a degree d diagram � in A(S1). Then, forany framed knot K(S1), Z � sv(K) = �v � Z(K)and Z � sh(K) = �h � Z(K)6. The element aZ 2 A(S1) such that aZ0 = 0 andZ � � = exp(aZ)Z � �has a nonzero degree one part aZ1 6= 0:This article is devoted to proving the following result.Theorem 1.3 If Z is a good monoidal functor as above, then aZ is a two-leg element of A(S1), suchthat for any integer i, aZ2i = 0 and aZ2i+1 is a combination of diagrams with real coe�cients, and, forany framed link L, Z(L) = 	(2aZ)(ZK(L))where ZK denotes the Kontsevich integral of framed links (denoted by Ẑf in [LM] and by Z in [L]).It follows from [LM] and [P] that both the Kontsevich integral ZK and the Poirier limit integralZ` satisfy the hypotheses of our theorem with aZK = 12 and aZ` = �. Thus, we can state thefollowing corollary using the notation of [P].
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Corollary 1.4 The anomaly � is a two-leg element of A(S1). For any framed link L, the Poirierlimit integral Z`(L) is equal to 	(2�)(ZK(L)).Remark 1.5 The Poirier limit integral and the perturbative expression of the Chern-Simons theorycoincide for the framed links whose components all have both zero framing and zero Gauss integral.As it will be shown in Section 9, the denominator estimates of Sylvain Poirier for the perturbativeexpression of the Chern-Simons theory induce the following estimates for the denominators of theKontsevich integral.Corollary 1.6 Let L be a framed link and let ZKn (L) denote the degree n part of its Kontsevichintegral. Letd(n) =8<: (3n� 4)!23n�4 if 3 � n � 8(2!3! : : : (n� 5)!)(n� 5)!32(3n� 4)!22n+1 if n � 9 and n is odd(2!3! : : : (n� 6)!)(n� 6)!32(3n� 4)!22n�1 if n � 10 and n is evenThen for all n � 3, d(n)ZKn (L) is an integral combination of chord diagrams.2 First de�nitions on the spaces of Feynman diagramsDe�nition 2.1 Let M be a one-manifold and let X be a �nite set. A diagram � with supportM [Xis a �nite uni-trivalent graph � such that every connected component of � has at least one univalentvertex, equipped with:1. a partition of the set U of univalent vertices of � also called legs of � into two (possibly empty)subsets UX and UM ,2. a function f from UX to X ,3. an isotopy class of injections i of UM into the interior of M ,4. an orientation of every trivalent vertex, that is a cyclic order on the set of the three half-edgeswhich meet at this vertex,5. an orientation of every univalent vertex u of UM , that is a cyclic order on the set made of thehalf-edge that contains u and the two sides of i(u) on M .Such a diagram � is represented by a planar immersion of � [M where the univalent verticesof UM are located at their images under i, the one-manifold M is represented by solid lines, whereasthe diagram � is dashed. The vertices are represented by big points. The local orientation of a vertexis represented by the counterclockwise order of the three half-edges (solid or dashed) that meet at it.Here is an example of a diagram � on the disjoint union M = S1`S1 of two circles:The degree of such a diagram is half the number of all its vertices.A chord diagram is a diagram on a one-manifold M (X = ;) without trivalent vertices.Let An(M [ X) denote the quotient of the complex vector space generated by the degree ndiagrams on M [X by the following relations AS, STU and IHX:AS : + = 0 and + = 0STU : = � equivalent under AS to + + = 03



IHX : + + = 0Each of these relations relate diagrams which are identical outside the pictures where they arelike in the pictures. For example, AS identi�es the sum of two diagrams which only di�er by theorientation at one vertex to zero.Let A(M [X) = Yn2NAn(M [X)denote the product of the An(M[X) as a topological vector space. A0(M[X) is equal to C generatedby the empty diagram.Lemma 2.2 Let �1 be a diagram with support M [X. Assume that �1 [M is immersed in the planeso that �1 [M meets an open annulus A embedded in the plane exactly along n+ 1 arcs �1, �2, . . . ,�n and �, and one vertex v so that:1. The �i may be dashed or solid, they run from a boundary component of A to the other one,2. � is a dashed arc which runs from the boundary of A to v 2 �1,3. The bounded component D of the complement of A does contain neither a boundary point of Mnor a univalent vertex in UX .Let �i be the diagram obtained from �1 by attaching the endpoint v of � to �i instead of �1 on thesame side, where the side of an arc is its side when going from the outside boundary component of Ato the inside one @D. Then, we have in A(M [X)nXi=1 �i = 0Examples 2.3
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Proof: The second example shows that STU is equivalent to this relation when the bounded com-ponent D of R2 nA intersects �1 in the neighborhood of a univalent vertex on M . Similarly, IHX iseasily seen as given by this relation when D intersects �1 in the neighborhood of a trivalent vertex.Also note that AS corresponds to the case when D intersects �1 along a dashed or solid arc. Nowfor the Bar-Natan [B-N, Lemma 3.1] proof. See also [Vo, Lemma 3.3]. Assume without loss that vis always attached on the right-hand-side of the �'s. Add to the sum the trivial (by IHX and STU)contribution of the sum of the diagrams obtained from �1 by attaching v to each of the three (dashedor solid) half-edges of each vertex w of �1 [M in D on the left-hand side when the half-edges areoriented towards w. Now, group the terms of the obtained sum by edges of �1[M where v is attached,and observe that the sum is zero edge by edge by AS. �Assume that a one-manifold M is decomposed as a union of two one-manifolds M = M1 [M2whose interiors in M do not intersect. Then, we de�ne the product associated to this decomposition:A(M1)�A(M2) �! A(M)as the continuous bilinear map which maps ([�1]; [�2]) to [�1`�2], if �1 is a diagram with supportM1and if �2 is a diagram with support M2, where �1`�2 denotes their disjoint union. In the particularcase when M1 and M2 are disjoint, this product is sometimes denoted by 
.Let I = [0; 1] be the compact oriented interval. Another particular case is the case when M isan ordered union of p intervals which are seen as verticalM = : : : = f1; 2; : : : ; pg � [0; 1]Then if we naturally identify M to M1 = f1; 2; : : : ; pg � [0; 1=2] and to M2 = f1; 2; : : : ; pg � [1=2; 1].The above process turns A(M) into an algebra where the elements with degree zero part 1 admit aninverse and a unique square root whose degree 0 part is 1.With each choice of a connected component C of M and of an orientation of C, we associate anA(I)-module structure on A(M), that is given by the continuous bilinear map:A(I)�A(M) �! A(M)such that: If �0 is a diagram with support M and if � is a diagram with support I , then ([�]; [�0])is mapped to the class of the diagram obtained by inserting � along C outside the vertices of �,according to the given orientation. For example,= =As shown in the �rst example that illustrates Lemma 2.2, the independence of the choice of theinsertion locus is a consequence of Lemma 2.2 where �1 is the disjoint union �`�0 and intersectsD along � [ I . This also proves that A(I) is a commutative algebra. Since the morphism from A(I)to A(S1) induced by the identi�cation of the two endpoints of I amounts to quotient out A(I) bythe relation that identi�es two diagrams that are obtained from one another by moving the nearestunivalent vertex to an endpoint of I near the other endpoint, a similar application of Lemma 2.2 alsoproves that this morphism is an isomorphism from A(I) to A(S1). (In this application, � comes fromthe inside boundary of the annulus.) This identi�cation between A(I) and A(S1) will be used severaltimes.Let C be a component of M [X , that is either a point of X or a connected component of M .Then we de�ne (r � C)(M [X) from M [X by replacing C by r copies C1; C2; � � � ; Cr of C:(r � C)(M [X) = ((M [X) n C) [ r[i=1CiLet � be a diagram with support M [X as in De�nition 2.1. Let UC denote the preimage of Ceither under f if C 2 X , or under i if C �M . Let P be the set of ordered partitions P = (U1; � � � ; Ur)5



of UC , that are ordered collections of disjoint Uj , with ; � Uj � UC such that Srj=1 Uj = UC . Toevery P 2 P , we associate the diagram �P on (r � C)(M [X), obtained from � by changing f andi into ~f and ~i so that ~f = f and ~i = i outside UC and ~f(Uj) = fCjg if C 2 X and ~ijUj = �j � ijUj ,where �j is the identi�cation morphism from C to Cj which also carries the local orientations of thevertices of Uj .The duplication map (r � C)� from A(M [ X) to A((r � C)(M [ X)) is the (well-de�ned!)morphism of topological vector spaces which maps [�] to(r � C)�([�]) = XP2P[�P ]Locally, this reads: (r� )�7! : : : r1 2 + : : : r1 2 + : : :+ : : : r1 2The above local image is called an r-duplicated vertex. Applying Lemma 2.2 in the case where theintersection of D and the involved diagrams is an element of A( : : : r ) yields the following lemma:Lemma 2.4 The elements of A( : : : r ) commute with r-duplicated vertices.3 Good functors from q-tangles to ADe�nition 3.1 A non-associative word or n.a. word w in the letter � is an element of the free non-associative monoid generated by �. The length of such a w is the number of letters of w. Equivalently,we can de�ne a non-associative word by saying that each such word has an integral length `(w) 2 N,the only word of length 0 is the empty word , the only word of length 1 is �, the product w0w00 of twon.a. words w0 and w00 is a n.a. word of length (`(w0) + `(w00)), and every word w of length `(w) � 2can be decomposed in a unique way as the product w0w00 of two n.a. words w0 and w00 of nonzerolength.Example 3.2 The unique n.a. word of length 2 is (��). The two n.a. words of length 3 are ((��)�) and(�(��)). There are �ve n.a. words of length 4.In the ambient space R3 = f(x; y; z)g, the horizontal plane is the plane (z = 0), whereas theblackboard plane is the plane (y = 0). The z-coordinate of a point (x; y; z) 2 R3 is called its verticalprojection.De�nition 3.3 A q-tangle is a triple (T (M); b; t) where b and t are two non-associative words and Tis a C1 embedding of a compact one-manifold M into a horizontal slice R2 � [�; � ] of R3 such that:T (M) \ (R2 � f�; �g) = T (@M) � R� f0g � f�; �gand the set of letters of b and t are in natural one-to-one correspondences induced by the order ofR with T�1(R � (0; �)) and T�1(R � (0; �)), respectively. The only horizontal tangent vectors ofM occur for interior points of M and are parallel to the blackboard plane. T is considered up to theisotopies which satisfy these hypotheses at any time and up to a rescaling of the height parameter thatis a composition by 1R2 �h where h is an increasing di�eomorphism from [�; � ] to another interval ofR. The letters b and t stand for the bottom word and the top word , respectively. Here, q-tangles willbe simply called tangles.Remark 3.4 The involved non-associative words represent limit con�gurations of distinct pointson the real line, that are corners of a suitable compacti�cation of the quotient of f(x1; x2; � � � ; xp) �Rp=x1 < x2 < � � � < xpg by the translations which identify (x1; x2; � � � ; xp) to (x1+T; x2+T; � � � ; xp+T )for all T 2 R and by the positive homotheties which identify (x1; x2; � � � ; xp) to (�x1; �x2; � � � ; �xp)for all � > 0. This compacti�cation and the description of its strata may be found in [P, Subsection10.1]. The points inside some matching parentheses are in�nitely closer to each other that they are topoints outside the parentheses. Here, it is enough to keep this interpretation in mind at an intuitivelevel. 6



Remark 3.5 Each component T (C) of a tangle (that is each image under T of a connected componentC of the underlying one-manifold M), has a well-de�ned writhe w(T (C)), which is the sum of thesigns of the self-crossings of T (C) in the (regular for a well-chosen T ) projection onto the blackboardplane: w(T (C)) = (number of C C)� (number of C C):To compute the writhe, we choose an arbitrary orientation of C, reversing it does not a�ect the result.Examples 3.6 Tangles are unambiguously de�ned by the data of a regular projection of the involvedembedding onto the blackboard plane, together with the bottom and top words. Since there is onlyone n. a. word of length 0, 1 or 2, these words do not need to be speci�ed. Here is an example of aq-tangle: = � ; ;; (��)� 6=With Remark 3.4 in mind, the bottom and top words are sometimes shown in pictures by the relativepositions of the bottom (or top) points. For example,= � ; ((��)�); (�(��)�= � ; ((��)(��)); ;�We can de�ne the following operations on q-tangles:1. The product of two q-tangles T1 = (T1(M1); b1; t1) and T2 = (T2(M2); b2; t2) is de�ned as soonas t1 = b2 as the tangle T = T1T2 = (T (M); b1; t2) obtained by stacking T2 above T1: Thesetangles are represented by embeddings T , T1 and T2 such that there exists a regular value  ofthe vertical projection of the embedding T :M �! R2� [�; � ] such thatM1 = T�1(R2� [�; ]),M2 = T�1(R2� [; � ]), and T1 and T2 are the restrictions of T to M1 and M2, respectively. Forexample, � � � � =2. The tensor product of two tangles T1 = (T1(M1); b1; t1) and T2 = (T2(M2); b2; t2) is de�ned asthe tangle T = T1
 T2 = (T1
 T2(M1`M2); b1b2; t1t2) by putting T2 on the right-hand side ofT1. In order to construct the embedding T , choose representatives of T1 and T2 which embedM1and M2 into [0; 1]�R� [0; 1] and [2; 3]�R� [0; 1], respectively, and de�ne T as their disjointunion. For example, 
 = � ; ((��)(��)); ((��)(��))�3. The duplication of a component C of a tangle T consists in replacing T (C) by two closed parallelcopies T (C1) and T (C2) of T (C) so that, up to homotopy with �xed boundary, the section inthe normal unit bundle of T (C1) induced by T (C2) coincides with one of the two sections given,thanks to the condition on horizontal tangencies, by "the intersection with the blackboard plane".Every letter of the top and bottom words corresponding to a (possible) boundary point of C isreplaced by the two-letter word (��). The resulting tangle is denoted by (2�C)(T ). For example,duplicating the unique component of yields . As another example, duplicating a knotT (C) amounts to replace it by two parallel copies of T (C) whose linking number is w(T (C)).4. The deletion of a component C of M consists in forgetting about C, removing the possibleletters of the top and bottom words corresponding to the boundary points of C and removingthe unneeded parentheses. The tangle obtained from T = T (M ; b; t) by deleting C will bedenoted by T n C.5. The orthogonal symmetry sh with respect to the horizontal plane acts on tangles by a compositionof the involved embedding by sh and by exchanging the top and bottom words. The orthogonalsymmetry sv with respect to the blackboard plane acts on tangles by a composition of theinvolved embedding by sv . The 180-degree rotation rv around the vertical axis acts on tanglesby a composition of the involved embedding by rv , and by ipping both the top word and thebottom word. 7



De�nition 3.7 A functor from the category of q-tangles to A is a map Z which associates an elementZ(T (M); b; t) 2 A(M) to any q-tangle T = (T (M); b; t) so that Z is compatible with the products,that is such that, if T1 and T2 are as in the de�nition of the products on tangles, we haveZ(T1T2) = Z(T1)Z(T2)Graphically, this reads Z0B@ T2T1 1CA = Z(T2)Z(T1)Such a functor is said to be monoidal if it respects tensor products, that is ifZ(T1 
 T2) = Z(T1)
 Z(T2)Graphically, this reads Z T2T1 ! = Z(T2)Z(T1)Such a functor is said to be compatible with the duplication of a regular component if for anycomponent C of a tangle T which can be represented without horizontal tangent vector, we haveZ((2� C)(T )) = (2� C)�(Z(T ))Let C be a component of a one-manifoldM . We have a natural map OC from A(M) to A(M nC)such that:OC([�]) = [�] if � is a diagram without any leg on C and OC([�]) = 0 for the other diagrams.A functor Z is said to respect deletion (or to be compatible with deletion) if for any componentC of a tangle T , we have Z(T n C) = OC(Z(T ))A functor Z is said to be invariant under the 180 degree rotation rv around the vertical axis if,for any q-tangle T , Z � rv(T ) = Z(T )De�nition 3.8 An element of An is said to be real (or rational) when it can be written as a combi-nation of diagrams with real (or rational) coe�cients. Equivalently, de�ne AQn (M [X) as the rationalvector space generated by the diagrams with supportM [X quotiented out by the relations AS, STUand IHX . Then An(M [X) = AQn (M [X)
Q C. Set ARn (M [X) = AQn (M [X)
Q R, then therational elements of An are the elements of AQn whereas the real elements of An are the elements ofARn . An element of A is said to be rational if it lies in Qn2NAQn �Qn2NAn.It follows from [P] that the Poirier limit integral is a good monoidal functor which, in addition,is real for all tangles and rational for framed links. It follows from [LM] and the remark below thatthe Kontsevich integral is also a good monoidal functor with aZK = 12 . See also [L].Remark 3.9 Our de�nition of diagrams on manifolds M di�ers from the one used in [LM] or [B-N]where the univalent vertices are not oriented but the manifolds are. Nevertheless, note that the datumof the orientation of a univalent vertex is equivalent to the datum of a local orientation of M nearthe univalent vertex. Namely, we identify (without any speci�ed orientation on the solid line)to . Then the antisymmetry relation (AS) for univalent vertices allows us to represent all thediagrams by linear combinations of diagrams where the orientation of univalent vertices match theglobal orientation of manifolds. These diagrams are the only ones considered in [LM] or [B-N] (wherethere is no AS relation for univalent vertices).Now, we are in a position to understand the hypotheses of the theorem. Let us begin with someknown remarks in order to understand its proof.
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4 Classical properties of good monoidal functorsDe�nition 4.1 The symmetry �f of A( ) with respect to the ip of the interval is the symmetryinduced by the ip of : the injection of the legs is composed by the ip which also carries (and thuschanges) the local orientations of the legs. It is unknown whether there exist elements of A( ) thatare not symmetric under this symmetry.Proposition 4.2 Let Z be a good monoidal functor.Let �Z = Z( ) 2 A( ).Let �(Z) 2 A( ) be the element such that �(Z)0 = 1, and the map from A( ) to A( ) induced bythe inclusion shown by the pictures maps �Z to �(Z)�2.Then Z satis�es the properties below. Furthermore, they remain true if Z is replaced by its truncatureat order k that is the composition of Z by the quotient map from A to AQr�k+1 Ar .1. Z( ) = 1.2. Z( ) 2 A( ) is symmetric with respect to the exchange of the two strands, and, in A( ),Z( ) = Z( )�1:3. Z( ) and Z( ) are symmetric elements of A( ) with respect to the ip of andZ( )Z( ) = �(Z)2 = Z( ): (4.3)4. aZ 2 A( ) is symmetric with respect to the ip of .5. For any q-tangle T = (T (M); b; t), Z(T ) only depends on b, t, the (unframed -the horizontaltangent vectors are allowed to turn during the isotopy-) isotopy class of T (with �xed boundaryorder) and on the writhe of each component.6. The elements Z( 1 2 ) and Z( 2 1 ) of A( 1 2 ) are symmetric with respect to the simultaneousip of the two components, and we have, in A( 1 2 ),Z( 1 2 )Z( 2 1 ) = �2� �� (Z( )Z( )) = �2� �� (�(Z)2): (4.4)7. Z( ) = exp(12(2� )�aZ)�exp(�12aZ)
 exp(�12aZ)� in A( ): (4.5)8. The elements Z( 1 2 ) and Z( 2 1 ) of A( 1 2 ) are symmetric with respect to the exchange ofthe two components of 1 2 .9. Z is compatible with the duplication of any component which has as many minima and maxima.10. On tangles, Z is determined by �Z , aZ and Z( ).11. On framed links, Z is determined by �Z and aZ .12. �(Z) is real and is zero in odd degrees.13. For any integer i, aZ2i = 0 and aZ2i+1 is real.Proof: We proceed with respect to the order of the statement.1. Since Z( )2 = Z( ) and Z0( ) = 1, Z( ) = 1:
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2. It follows by duplication that Z( ) = 1 2 A( ). Now, by functoriality, and because of theconditions on the degree zero parts, Z( ) = Z( )�1in A( ) where Z( ) must be symmetric w.r.t. the exchange of the two strands because of theinvariance under the 180-degree rotation rv around the vertical axis.3. The invariance of Z under rv implies that Z( ) and Z( ) are symmetric w.r.t. the ip ofthe interval. Now, we prove Z( )Z( ) = �(Z)2 by computing Z( ). The properties of Zensure that: Z( ) = Z( )Z( )�(Z)�2The above symmetry property of Z( ) and Z( ) allows us to forget to specify an orientationfor to de�ne the A(I)-module structure involved. Now, we get Equation 4.3 because isisotopic as a q-tangle to .4. aZ 2 A( ) is symmetric with respect to the ip of , because both Z( ) and Z( ) areinvariant under rv .5. If two framed tangles are related by an unframed isotopy, then they are related by a sequence offramed isotopies and twists of the extrema. During such a sequence, Z changes by a multiplicationof exp((�w)aZ ) on each component, where �w represents the variation of the writhe on the givencomponent.6. The invariance of Z under rv implies the symmetry of Z( 1 2 ) and Z( 2 1 ) w.r.t. thesimultaneous ip of the two intervals. Now, the computation of Z(2 � ) = Z( ) = 1 andthe fact that duplicated vertices commute with the elements of A( ) (Lemma 2.4) impliesEquation 4.4 as follows:1 = Z(2� ) = �Z( 1 2 )
 1 � �(2� )�Z( )� �1 
 Z( 2 1 )�= �(2� )� ��(Z)�2�� �Z( 1 2 )Z( 2 1 )�7. Now, we determine Z( ) as a function of aZ as in [P] using the belt trick, by computing Z forthe tangle obtained from by duplication. Indeed,Z( ) = exp(2aZ)Z( ) = exp(2aZ)whereas Equation 4.4, Lemma 2.4 and the duplication property for regular strands yield:Z(2� ) = (2� )�Z( )Thus, Z(2� ) = (2� )�(exp(2aZ)) = exp((2� )�(2aZ))On the other hand, the q-tangle 2� is equal to the product � �4 
 !. (We couldalso use the above stronger invariance property (5) of Z.) Thus,Z(2� ) = Z( )4 �exp(2aZ)
 exp(2aZ)�and Z( )4 = exp((2� )�(2aZ)) �exp(�2aZ)
 exp(�2aZ)�This gives the announced formula for Z( ) because the terms in this formula commute inA( ). 10



8. Now, we can just use the same proof in the opposite direction to deduce that Z(2 � ) =(2� )�Z( ) from the expression of Z( ), and we may deduce from this fact thatZ( 1 2 )Z( 12 ) = �2� �� (Z( )Z( ))Thus, using Equation 4.4, Z( 2 1 ) = Z( 12 ) = Z( 1 2 )Similarly, Z( 1 2 ) is symmetric with respect to the exchange of the two intervals, too.9. Now, this symmetry, Equation 4.4 and Lemma 2.4 imply that Z is compatible with the dupli-cation of the components which have as many minima and maxima.10. Every q-tangle can be expressed as a product of q-tangles which are either tensor productsof elements of the form , , , and , or q-tangles of the form ( : : : ; b; t) whichin turn can be expressed as products of tensor products of elements that can be obtained byduplicating , rv � � and . Thus, the relations that are already shown prove that Z isuniquely determined by aZ , �Z and Z( ).11. Since each component of a link has as many maxima and minima, knowing Z( ) is unneededto determine Z on links.12. Now, note that Z( ) = Z( )Z( ) is unchanged by the symmetries �v and �h. Thus, �(Z)2is zero in odd degrees and is real in even degrees, and the same must be true for �(Z).13. Since is obtained from by the symmetries sv and sh, we have:exp(�aZ) = �h(exp(aZ)) = �v(exp(aZ))This proves the last statement of the proposition. �De�nition 4.6 An element of A(M [X) is of �ltration at least d if it is a combination of diagramsof degree at least d.In [LM], Le and Murakami proved that, if Z is a good monoidal functor such that aZ = aZK =12 , then Z coincides with the Kontsevich integral on framed links. More precisely, and that is whatwill be needed for our proof, they proved the following result:Theorem 4.7 (Le-Murakami [LM]) If Z is a good monoidal functor such that �aZ � aZK� is of�ltration at least (k+1), then for any framed link L, �Z(L)� ZK(L)� is of �ltration at least (k+1).Since this result is not stated in these words in [LM], we will review its proof in Section 8.5 More algebra on diagramsThis section is mostly devoted to stating and (re-)proving Lemma 5.4 that will be used in the proof ofTheorem 1.3. The arguments there have already been used by D. Bar-Natan, T. Le and D. Thurstonto compute the Kontsevich Integral of the unknot. I have learned them from Dylan Thurston.Let x 2 X . We now describe the so-called Poincar�e-Birkho�-Witt isomorphism �x fromA(M[X)to A(M [ I [ (X n fxg)).Let � be a diagram with support M [X as in De�nition 2.1. Let Ux denote the preimage of fxgunder f and let k be its cardinality. Let � be the set of isotopy classes of injections i from Ux into11



the interior of I . � is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of the k! total orders on Ux. Everyelement � of � naturally de�nes an oriented diagram �� with support (M [ I [ (X n fxg)) where thelocal orientations of the elements of Ux are induced by the usual orientation of I as in Remark 3.9.Let �x be the morphism of topological vector spaces which maps the class [�] of a diagram � as aboveto: �x([�]) = 1k! X�2�[��]It is easy to see that �x is well-de�ned and the proof of [B-N, Theorem 8] applies to prove that �x isan isomorphism. (The surjectivity of �x is reproved along the same lines in the proof of Lemma 9.2below.)The spaces A(f1; � � � ; rg) and A(f1g) are simply denoted by B(r) and B, respectively. The (com-mutative) product �1 � �2 � � � � � �r from B(r) to A(f1; � � � ; rg � I) is denoted by �(r).We have the following easy sublemma.Sublemma 5.1 The following diagram is commutative:B �����! A(I)(r�1)� ????y (r�I)� ????yB(r) �(r)����! A(f1; � � � ; rg � I)Let Bn;k be the subspace of Bn generated by the degree n diagrams with support f1g with exactlyk legs, and let B�;k = Qn2N Bn;k. With this notation, an element � of A(I) has two legs if and onlyif ��1(�) 2 B�;2.Let j denote the linear continuous map from B(r) to B which maps a diagram � with supportf1; � � � ; rg as in De�nition 2.1 to the diagram with support f1g obtained by replacing its function fby the constant function.Note the following sublemma.Sublemma 5.2 Let k and r be two integers, r � 2, then B�;k is the eigenspace of the endomorphismj � (r � 1)� associated to the eigenvalue rk.Consider the map � from f1; � � � ; rg � I to I which maps (k; t) to k�1+tr , it naturally induces amap �� from A(f1; � � � ; rg � I) to A(I).The proof of the following sublemma is again left as an exercise for the reader.Sublemma 5.3 The following diagram is commutative:B (r � 1)������! B(r) j����! B(r�1)� ????y �????yB(r) �(r)����! A(f1; � � � ; rg � I) ������! A(I)The following lemma is an easy consequence of the three previous sublemmas.Lemma 5.4 The eigenspace of the endomorphismA(I) (2� I)������! A(f1; 2g � I) ������!A(I)associated to the eigenvalue 4 is exactly the subspace �(B�;2) of A(I) made of the two-leg elements ofA(I). 12



6 The isomorphisms 	(�)Let � be a two-leg element of A(I). Let � be a diagram with support M [ X as in De�nition 2.1.We de�ne 	(�)(�) to be the element of A(M [X) obtained by inserting �s d times on each degreed component of � (where a component of � is a connected component of the dashed graph). SeeDe�nition 1.1.Lemma 6.1 	(�)(�) does not depend on the choice of the insertion loci.Proof: It is enough to prove that moving �s from an edge of � to another one does not change theresulting element of A(M [X), when the two edges share some vertex v. Since this move amounts toslide v through �s, it su�ces to prove that sliding a vertex from some leg of a two leg-diagram to theother one does not change the diagram modulo AS, IHX and STU , this is a direct consequence ofLemma 2.2 when the piece of diagram inside D is �s. �It is now easy to check that 	(�) is compatible with the relations IHX, STU and AS. This allowsus to de�ne continuous vector space endomorphisms 	(�) of the A(M [X) such that, for any diagram�: 	(�([�])) = 	(�)(�)	(�) satis�es the following properties:Lemma 6.2 1. 	(�) is compatible with the products of Section 2. (	(�(xy)) = 	(�(x))	(�(y)).)2. 	(�) commutes with the duplication maps of Section 2.3. 	(�) commutes with the Poincar�e-Birkho�-Witt isomorphisms �x.4. If �1 6= 0, 	(�) is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces such that 	(�) and 	(�)�1 mapelements of �ltration at least d to elements of �ltration at least d.5. If �1 6= 0, if � is real and null in even degrees, and if Z is a good monoidal functor from thecategory of q-tangles to A, then 	(�) � Z and 	(�)�1 � Z are good monoidal functors, too.Proof: The �rst three properties are obvious. For the fourth one, �rst note that �1 = b1 for somenon zero number b1. Thus, for x = P1i=d xi, 	(�)(x) � (bd1xd) is of �ltration at least d + 1. Thisshows that 	(�) is injective and allows us to construct a preimage for any element by induction onthe degree, proving that 	 is onto. The �fth property is a consequence of the other ones. �7 Proof of the theoremSet aZ = a. a1 6= 0, and, by Proposition 4.2, we know that a2n is zero for any integer n. We proceedby induction on N , and we work with the induction hypotheses:(?(N)) ak is a two-leg element for any k � 2N . Let 	N denote the isomorphism 	(2P2Ni=1 ai).(? ? (N)) For any framed link L, �	N � ZK � Z� (L) is of �ltration at least 2N + 1.Of course, (?(1)) is true. We are going to prove the two lemmas:Lemma 7.1 For any integer N � 1, (?(N)) implies (? ? (N)).Lemma 7.2 For any integer N � 1, (?(N)) and (? ? (N)) imply (?(N + 1)).Assume that these lemmas are proved, then a is a two-leg element of A(I), and, for any framedlink L, for any n 2 N n f0g, the degree n parts of 	(2a)(ZK(L)) and 	n(ZK(L)) coincide. Hence,the degree n part of 	(2a)(ZK(L)) is equal to the degree n part of Z(L) and the theorem is provedexcept for the two lemmas whose proofs follow.
13



Proof of Lemma 7.2: Let Z be a good monoidal functor. SetA(Z) = Z  ! = exp(aZ)Z( )and B(Z) = Z0B@ 1CA = Z( ) �Z( )
 Z( )�Z( )Since and are both isotopic to the trivial unframed knot, and since both have writhe 1,A(Z) = B(Z). This reads A2N+1(Z) = B2N+1(Z) in degree (2N + 1).In particular, for our Z, we have the equality:A2N+1(Z)�A2N+1(	N � ZK) = B2N+1(Z)�B2N+1(	N � ZK): (7.3)Since Z( ) = �(Z)2 is null in odd degrees according to Proposition 4.2, and because (? ? (N)) isassumed to be true, �Z( )�	N � ZK( )� is of �ltration at least (2N + 2). Furthermore,a	N�ZK = 	N(aZK ) = 2NXi=1 ai:Therefore, the left-hand side of 7.3 is equal to a2N+1.Similarly, using Equation 4.4, the symmetries (6) and (8) of Proposition 4.2 and (? ? (N)), wecan see that Z( 1 2 )Z( 12 )�	N � ZK( 1 2 )	N � ZK( 12 )is of �ltration at least (2N+2). Equation 4.5 shows us that �Z( )� (	N � ZK)( )� is of �ltrationat least (2N + 1). Thus,B2N+1(Z)�B2N+1(	N � ZK) = �� �Z2N+1( )� (	N �ZK)2N+1( )�where �� is de�ned right before Sublemma 5.3. Now, using Equation 4.5 both for Z and for 	N �ZK ,we get B2N+1(Z)�B2N+1(	N � ZK) = �a2N+1 + 12 �� � (2� )�(a2N+1)Hence, �� � (2� )�(a2N+1) = 4a2N+1and this proves that �(N + 1) is true, thanks to Lemma 5.4. �Proof of Lemma 7.1: 	�1N � Z is a good monoidal functor such that a	�1N �Z = 	�1N (aZ) and�	�1N (aZ)� aZK� = 	�1N �aZ �	N (aZK )� is of �ltration at least 2N+1. Thus, the Le and Murakamitheorem (4.7) applies and proves the lemma. �The proof of Theorem 1.3 is now complete except that Theorem 4.7 is stated neither in thesewords nor with our conventions in [LM]. Therefore and in order to make the uniqueness statementmore speci�c, we will sketch the proof of Theorem 4.7 and re�ne its statement in the section below.
14



8 More about the Le and Murakami theoremIn this section, we reduce the proof of Theorem 4.7 to the proof of [LM, Proposition 3, Section 8]that is proved in [LM], following [LM] and using the same notation as in [LM]. Namely, Pr denotes1A( : : : r ) = A(f1; 2; : : : ; rg� I). For i � r, �i : Pr ! Pr+1 denotes the duplication of the ith strand(2� (fig � I))�, and "i : Pr ! Pr�1 denotes the deletion of the ith strand (Ofig�I ). We say that anelement of P2 is symmetric if it is symmetric under the permutation of the two strands.De�nition 8.1 A twist is a symmetric element F of P2 such that "1(F ) = 1. Such a twist gives riseto an F(w) 2 P`(w) for every n. a. word w which is uniquely de�ned by induction on `(w) as follows:F(;) = 1, F(�) = 1, andF(w0w00) = ((`(w0)� I1)� � (`(w00)� I2)� (F )) (F(w0)
F(w00))where I1 = f1g� I and I2 = f2g � I .Observe that F((��)) = F and that the two factors in the above product commute thanks to Lemma 2.4.De�nition 8.2 Let Z be a good monoidal functor and let F 2 P2 be a twist. De�ne a functor ZFby the formula ZF (T (M); b; t) = F(b)�1Z(T (M); b; t)F(t)that also reads: ZF (T (M); b; t) = F(t)Z(T (M); b; t)F(b)�1Proposition 8.3 If Z is a good monoidal functor and if F 2 P2 is a twist, then ZF is a good monoidalfunctor that coincides with Z on framed links and such that aZF = aZ .Proof: It is obvious that Z and ZF are functors which coincide on framed links and that ZF0 = 1.The symmetry of F makes clear that F1 2 A( ) is symmetric with respect to the ip of the interval.aZF = aZ because ZF ( ) = Z( ) (F1 ) = exp(aZ)Z( ) (F1 ) = exp(aZ)ZF ( ) in A( ). Now,let us prove that ZF is monoidal. ZF ((T1; b1; t1)
 (T2; b2; t2)) =(`(b1)� I1)� � (`(b2)� I2)� (F�1) �ZF (T1)
 ZF (T2)� (`(t1)� I1)� � (`(t2)� I2)� (F )Applying Lemma 2.2 successively to all the vertices v of any diagram � with support shows that(`(b1)� I1)� � (`(b2)� I2)� ([�]) �ZF (T1)
 ZF (T2)�= �ZF (T1)
 ZF (T2)� (`(t1)� I1)� � (`(t2)� I2)� ([�])because the sum of duplications of a vertex v may slide through ZF (T1) or ZF (T2). This proves thatZF (T1 
 T2) = ZF (T1)
 ZF (T2)Now, the following properties of the F(w) are easy to obtain by induction on the length. For any n. a.word w of length `:1. deleting the ith letter of w transforms F(w) into "i(F(w)),2. changing the ith letter of w into the two-letter word (��) = (�i�i+1) transforms F(w) into�i(F(w))F((�i �i+1)), and1In fact, Pr is denoted by Pr 
 C in [LM]. Warning: In this section, the subscripts do not represent degrees ofdiagram. 15



3. ipping w into rv(w) transforms F(w) into rv(F(w)) where rv acts on P` by ipping the orderof the vertical intervals: F(rv(w)) = rv(F(w))Once these properties are proved, ZF is compatible with the duplication of a regular component,because the extra factors of the form F((�i�i+1))�1 may slide along duplicated strands, and thuscancel each other with the help of Lemma 2.4. It is clear that ZF satis�es all the other properties ofa good monoidal functor. �Note that if F and F 0 are two twists, then FF 0 is a twist andZFF 0 = �ZF �F 0Recall that �Z = Z � = � ; ((��)�); (�(��))�� :Because of Proposition 4.2 (11), the proof of Theorem 4.7 easily reduces to the proof of the followingstatement.If Z is a good monoidal functor such that �aZ � aZK� is of �ltration at least (k+1), then thereexists a twist F 2 P2 such that (�ZF � �ZK ) is of �ltration at least (k + 1).In turn, by induction and because of the previous remark on the composition of twists, the proofof this statement reduces to the proof of the following lemma:Lemma 8.4 Let Z be a good monoidal functor such that �aZ � aZK� is of �ltration at least k + 1and such that (�Z � �ZK ) is of �ltration at least k (k � 1), then there exists a symmetric degree kelement f 2 P2 such that "1(f) = 0 and (�Z(1+f) � �ZK ) is of �ltration at least (k + 1).Proof: Let d : Pn ! Pn+1f 7! d(f) = 1
 f ��1(f) + �2(f)� : : :+ (�1)n�n(f) + (�1)n+1f 
 1Now, let f be a symmetric degree k element of P2 \ "�11 (0). By De�nitions 8.1 and 8.2, the part of(�Z(1+f) � �Z) of degree less than (k + 1) is equal to d(f). Thus, if  denotes the degree k part of(�ZK � �Z), it is enough to �nd a symmetric, degree k element of P2 such that "1(f) = 0 andd(f) =  Now, what do we know about  ?First  2 P3. When � is a permutation of f1; 2; 3g,  �(1)�(2)�(3) denotes the element of P3 obtainedfrom  by sending the ith strand to the �(i)th one. Then  satis�es C1, C2, C3 and C4 below.C1 d( ) = 0Indeed, we have the following pentagon equation in P4�1(�Z)�3(�Z) = ��Z 
 1 ��2(�Z) �1 
 �Z�which is satis�ed by both �ZK and �Z and which expresses the fact thatZ � ; (((��)�)�); ((��)(��))�Z � ; ((��)(��)); (�(�(��)))�=Z � ; (((��)�)�); ((�(��))�)� Z � ; ((�(��))�); (�((��)�))� Z � ; (�((��)�)); (�(�(��)))�The degree k part of the di�erence between the pentagon equations of �Z and �ZK is equivalentto the equation d( ) = 0.
16



C3  321 = � Indeed, since rv(32 1) = � ��1 and because of the functoriality and of the invariance under rv ,�Z satis�es �321Z = ��1ZAgain, the degree k part of the di�erence between this equation satis�ed by �Z and the similarone for �ZK is equivalent to Relation C3.C2  �  132 �  213 = 0Here, we use the hexagon relation in P3 which is obtained by evaluating the good monoidalfunctor Z on the following tangle= �2� 1 �� � 1 � = � � �1 
 � �13 2��1 � 
 1 � �31 2�in the two ways suggested by its two expressions. The degree k part of the di�erence betweenthe hexagon equations of �Z and �ZK gives rise to the equation  �  132 +  312 = 0 which isequivalent to C2 thanks to C3.C4 "1( ) = "2( ) = "3( ) = 0This is an easy consequence of the fact that "i(�Z) = "i(�ZK ) = 1.Now, Proposition 3 of Section 8 in [LM] asserts that for any degree k element  of P3 which satis�esC1, C2, C3 and C4, there exists a symmetric degree k element f of P2 such that "1(f) = 0 andd(f) =  . Thus, this proposition applies. �Now, we can state the following more general uniqueness statement which groups our result andthe Le and Murakami theorem.Theorem 8.5 For any good monoidal functor Z, aZ is a two-leg element of A(I) and there exists atwist F such that Z(L) = 	(2aZ) � (ZK)F (L)for any q-tangle L whose components have as many minima and maxima. For these L, Z(L) can alsobe written as Z(L) = �	(2aZ) � ZK�	(2aZ)(F ) (L):where 	(2aZ)(F ) is a twist.9 On the denominators of the Kontsevich integralLet M be a one-manifold. We say that the denominator of an element zn of An(M) divides intoan integer N if Nzn may be written as an integral combination of chord diagrams. Of course, thedenominator is the greatest common divisor of the N that the denominator divides into. Observe thatany diagram on M is an integral combination of chord diagrams modulo STU.When � is a degree n diagram, u�, t� and e� denote the number of univalent vertices, thenumber of trivalent vertices, and the number of edges of �, respectively. They are related by theobvious equalities t� + u� = 2n and 2e� = 3t� + u� which imply:e� + u� = 3n:This section is devoted to the proof of Corollary 1.6 that relies on the following results.We consider a link L whose components have both zero framing and zero Gauss integral. LetZCS denote the perturbative expression of the Chern-Simons theory. Recall that the anomaly vanishesin even degrees, �2i = 0 for any integer i. 17



Theorem 9.1 (Poirier) Let n be an integer. Assume n � 3.1. The denominator of the degree n part ZCSn (L) of ZCS(L) divides into (3n� 4)!23n�4.2. The denominator of the degree n part �n of � divides into (3n� 4)!23n�4.3. �n belongs to the lattice generated by the 1e�!2e� [�]where � runs among the connected degree n diagrams with at least 4 univalent vertices.4. �3 = 0.Proof: It follows from [P, Prop. 1.11, 1.9 and 1.10] that the denominator of ZCSn (L) divides into(3n� 3)!23n�4. In fact, by [P, Remark 1.12] whose proof has been explained to the author by SylvainPoirier and should shortly appear, we can improve this denominator into (3n � 4)!23n�4. Similarly,the denominator of 2�n divides into (3n� 4)!23n�4 by [P, Def. 6.4 and Prop. 6.2], and the symmetryof [P, Lemma 6.6] allows us to divide this denominator estimate by 2. This is enough to prove the�rst two assertions for a reader who knows Poirier's work. Since the denominator estimates are notstated for the anomaly, we now sketch the proofs of the second and the third assertions. (The proofof the �rst one is similar, but more complicated.) Now, n is an odd integer greater than 2. In [P,Def. 6.4 and Prop. 6.2], S. Poirier expresses 2�n as a degree of a map 	 from a glued con�gurationspace to �S2�3n�3. Here, the glued con�guration space is an algebraic combination of smooth orientedmanifolds C� with corners indexed by labelled connected diagrams � that are degree n diagramsendowed with an orientation of each of their edges and an injection of the set of their edges intof1; 2; : : : ; 3n� 3g (that numbers the edges). The coe�cient of a C� in the combination is�(�) = �3n� 3� e��!(3n� 3)!2e� [�]:The map 	 smoothly maps C� to �S2�3n�3 so that the regular values of (all the) 	 form a denseopen set and the number of preimages of 	 (counted with signs and coe�cients) of a regular value isconstant on this dense set and is, by de�nition, the degree of 	. 2�n is this degree which thereforebelongs to the lattice generated by the �(�) such that 	(C�) has interior points. By [P, Lemma 1.9],the involved � must have at least 4 univalent vertices and therefore at most (3n� 4) edges.Furthermore, when a labelled diagram appears in the above combination, the underlying unla-belled diagram appears with all its possible labellings.The symmetry of [P, Lemma 6.6] shows us that the algebraic preimage of a regular value of 	in some C� is the same as in C�� where �� is obtained from � by reversing the orientations of allthe edges.The most delicate point is the content of [P, Remark 1.12] that together with the above argumentsallows us to go from (3n � 3)! to (3n � 4)!. Its proof amounts to choosing a limit generic point of�S2�3n�3 with the property that its algebraic preimage in a C� only depends on the order of theedges induced by the numbering injection and not on the genuine numbering injection. The existenceof such a limit point proves that the degree 2�n is an integral combination of terms of the form2e�!2e� [�]for connected degree n diagrams � that satisfy e� � 3n� 4. The 2 in the numerator comes from theabove symmetry.The last property �3 = 0 is [P, Proposition 1.5]. �Lemma 9.2 Let k 2 N. Let �k denote the composition of the inverse ��1 : A(I) �! B of thePoincar�e-Birkho�-Witt isomorphism by the natural projection from B to B�;k. Let � be a diagramwith support I with u univalent vertices. If u � k, then k!(k + 1)!(k + 2)! : : : (u � 1)!�k([�]) is anintegral combination of k-leg diagrams. If u < k, then �k([�]) = 0.18



Proof: We assume that the univalent vertices of � are given the orientation induced by the globalorientation of I as in Remark 3.9. Let O(�) be the element of B�;u obtained from � by removing I .We �rst prove that (u� 1)! ([�]� �(O(�)))is an integral combination of (classes of) diagrams with (u� 1) univalent vertices.We use the orientation of I to number the univalent vertices of � from 1 to u. When � is apermutation of �u, �:� denotes the diagram obtained from � by changing the injection from U to Iso that the vertex j becomes the �(j)th one on I . Let � be the cyclic permutation of �u that maps jto j + 1 mod u for any i. It has already been noticed that[(��):�] = [�:�]in A(I).Then �(O(�)) = 1u! X�2�u[�:�] = 1(u� 1)! X�2<�>n�u[�:�]In particular, [�] = �(O(�)) + 1(u� 1)! X�2<�>n�u ([�]� [�:�])By STU , when � is a transposition of two consecutive elements i and i+1, ([�:�] � [��:�]) is equivalentto a diagram with (u � 1) univalent vertices. Now, any permutation � can be written as a product�1�2 : : : �r of such transpositions. Therefore[�]� [�:�] = rXi=1 ([�i+1�i+2 : : : �r:�]� [�i�i+1�i+2 : : : �r:�])is an integral combination of diagrams with (u� 1) univalent vertices and (u� 1)! ([�]� �(O(�))) isan integral combination of (classes of) diagrams with (u� 1) univalent vertices.Thus, by induction, we have[�] = �(O(�)) + 1(u� 1)!�(gu�1) + 1(u� 2)!(u� 1)!�(gu�2) + : : :+ 11!2! : : : (u� 2)!(u� 1)!�(g1)where gi is an integral combination of i-leg diagrams in B�;i.(In particular, we have proved that � is onto. In fact, this proof is built on an excerpt of the Bar-Natan proof of the Poincar�e-Birkho�-Witt theorem [B-N, Theorem 8].) Now, since � is an isomorphism,�u([�]) = O(�), �k([�]) = 1k!(k+1)!:::(u�1)!gk if k < u and �k([�]) = 0 if k > u. �We say that the two-leg denominator of a two-leg element zn of An(S1) divides into an integerN if Nzn may be written as an integral combination of two-leg diagrams.Lemma 9.3 When n � 5, the two-leg denominator of 2�n divides intoD(2;n) = (2!3! : : : (n� 1)!) (n� 1)!(n� 4)! (3n� 4)!22n�3Proof: According to Theorem 9.1, �n belongs to the lattice generated by the1e�!2e� [�]where � runs among the connected degree n diagrams with at least 4 univalent vertices. For a connecteddiagram �, e� � 2n � 1. Since e� + u� = 3n, u� � n + 1. In particular, because of Lemma 9.2, the2-leg denominator of �n = �(�2(�n)) divides into the lowest common multiple of thedu = 2!3!4! : : : (u� 1)!(3n� u)!23n�u19



where u belongs to f4; 5; : : : ; n+ 1g, and it is enough to prove that du divides into 2D(2;n) for theseu. When u � n, it is enough to see that 2n�u+2 divides into (u!(u+ 1)! : : : (n � 1)!) (n�1)!(n�4)! which is amultiple of 4!n�u � 4� 2 and thus of 23n�3u+3. When u = n+ 1,dn+1 = 2!3!4! : : : (n� 1)!n!(2n� 1)!22n�1 = (2!3!4! : : : (n� 1)!) (n� 1)!(n� 4)! (2n)!(n� 4)!22n�2that divides into 2D(2;n). �We will also use the following lemma.Lemma 9.4 (Vogel) Two-leg elements of B�;2 are symmetric with respect to the exchange of theirtwo legs.Proof: Since a chord is obviously symmetric, we can restrict ourselves to a two-leg diagram with atleast one trivalent vertex and whose two univalent vertices are respectively numbered by 1 and 2. Wedraw it as 1 2where the dashed trivalent part inside the thick topological circle is not represented. Applying Lemma 2.2where the annulus is a neighborhood of the thick topological circle that contains the pictured trivalentvertex shows that this diagram is equivalent to 1 2This yields the relations1IHX 2 = 1 2 = 12 = 2 1 = 2 1 �Recall that ZK1 (L) is an integer (this is true as soon as L is framed by even integers) and thatthe denominator of ZK2 (L) is known to be 24. Our theorem implies thatZK(L) = 	(2�)�1(ZCS(L))where 2�1 = , �3 = 0, and �2i = 0 for any integer i. In particular, for i � 4,ZCSi (L) = ZKi (L)Now, we want to see how 	(2�)�1 transforms the estimates on the denominators of ZCS(L).So, we �rst make this inverse more explicit. To do it we equip B�;2 with the commutative productthat maps a pair (�1;�2) of two two-leg diagrams to the diagram obtained by identifying one leg of�1 to one leg of �2. We also shift the graduation of B�;2 by -1 so that this product becomes a gradedproduct. Now, is the degree 0 unit.When b is an element of B�;2, b denotes the element of A(f1; 2g� I) obtained by puttingone leg of b on f1g � I and the other one on f2g � I .2 b = (2� I)�(�(b))� �(b)1 � �(b)2 2 A(f1; 2g � I)Consequently, the denominator of 2 b divides into the denominator of �(b). Obviously, thedenominator of b divides into the two-leg denominator of b.
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Lemma 9.5 Let A2k = ��1(2�2k+1)and A = Xk2NA2kLet B =Pk2NB2k be the element of the algebra B�;2 de�ned by induction on k by the formulaXk2NA2k+1B2k = 1Then B satis�es the following properties:1. 	(�(B)) is the inverse of 	(2�).2. B2 = 0:3. Let D(k) = � (6k � 1)!26k�1 if 1 � k � 3(2!3! : : : (2k � 4)!)(2k � 4)!32(6k � 1)!24k+3 if k � 4the denominator of B2k divides into D(k) for k � 1.4. For any positive integers k1 and k2, D(k1)D(k2) divides into D(k1 + k2).Proof: First note that B0 = A0 = 1 and that B2n is well-de�ned by induction on n by the givenformula in degree 2n that reads:B2n + (2n� 1)B2n�2A2 +�(2n� 3)A4 +� 2n� 32 �A22�)B2n�4 + : : :+A2n = 0and yields B2 = 0 since A2 = 0, B4 = �A4 and B6 = �A6. Applying 	(2�) � 	(�(B)) toa chord diagram amounts to inserting B on each chord and then replacing each inserted B byPk2NA2k+1B2k = 1. Thus, 	(2�) � 	(�(B)) = Id. Since 	(2�) is known to be an isomorphism,	(�(B)) is its inverse.Now, we prove that the denominator of B2k divides into D(k) for k � 1. The abovede�ning induction formula for B2k, shows that B2k is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2k in theA2j 0 < j � k with integral coe�cients, by induction.In particular, it is enough to prove that the denominators of thedegree 2k monomials in the A2jdivide into D(k). Among these monomials, we have A2k, and the denominator of A2k dividesinto (6k � 1)!26k�1 (because the denominator of 2 A2k divides into the denominator of 2�2k+1that divides into the (even) (6k � 1)!26k�2 by Theorem 9.1). When 1 � k � 3, we have no othermonomial. Thus, the denominator of B2k divides into D(k) = (6k � 1)!26k�1.Now, let k � 4. In order to prove the third assertion, it is enough to prove:1. (6k � 1)!26k�1 divides into D(k).2. If k2 � k1 � 2, D(2; 2k1 + 1)D(2; 2k2 + 1) divides into D(k1 + k2).3. If k1 � 2 and if k � 4, D(2; 2k1 + 1)D(k) divides into D(k + k1).
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where D(2; :) is the two-leg denominator de�ned in Lemma 9.3:D(2; 2k + 1) = (2!3! : : : (2k)!) (2k)!(2k � 3)! (6k � 1)!24k�1The �rst and the third assertions are easy to check. Let us check the second one. Set k = k1 + k2. Itis enough to check that (2!3! : : : (2k1)!) (2k1)!(2k1 � 3)! (6k1 � 1)!(6k2)!divides into (2k2 + 1)!(2k2 + 2)! : : : (2k � 4)! (2k � 4)!(2k2)! (2k2 � 3)!6k2(6k � 1)!3225:If k1 � 4, then it is easy to see that(5!6! : : : (2k1)!)(2k1 � 3)! (2k1)!2!3!4! divides into (2k2 + 1)!(2k2 + 2)! : : : (2k � 4)!and we are done.If k1 = 3, and k2 � 4, then we see that 2!4!5!6!6! divides into (2k2 + 1)!(2k2 + 2)! (2k2+2)!(2k2)! (2k2 � 3)!.If k1 = k2 = 3, then 2!4!4!6!6! divides into 6(2k2 + 1)!(2k2 + 2)! (2k2+2)!(2k2)! (2k2 � 3)!, and 5 divides into(6k�1)!(6k2)!(6k1�1)! .If k1 = 2, since 2!3!4! = 3225, it su�ces to check that 4! divides into (2k2 � 3)!6k2 (6k�1)!(6k2)!(6k1�1)! . Thus,we have proved that the denominator of B2k divides into D(k), and the last assertion of thelemma that relies on the same arguments is easy to check. �Proof of Corollary 1.6: ZK(L) = 	(�(B))(ZCS(L))Let n � 4. First assume that all the components of L are framed by zero. We want to prove that thedenominator of ZKn (L) divides intod(n) =8<: (3n� 4)!23n�4 if 3 � n � 8(2!3! : : : (n� 5)!)(n� 5)!32(3n� 4)!22n+1 if n � 9 and n is odd(2!3! : : : (n� 6)!)(n� 6)!32(3n� 4)!22n�1 if n � 10 and n is evenIt is enough to prove that for any r � n and for any set f2k1; : : : ; 2kjg of even integers 2ki greaterthan 3, such that 2Pji=1 ki = n� r, and j � r, the productdenominator of ZCSr (L) jYi=1 denominator of B2kidivides into d(n). Thus, since Qji=1D(ki) divides into D �Pji=1 ki�, it is enough to prove that (3n�4)!23n�4 divides into d(n), and that for any even integer 2k greater than 3,1. D(k) divides into d(2k + 1),2. 24D(k) divides into d(2k + 2), and,3. For any r � 3, (3r � 4)!23r�4D(k) divides into d(2k + r).Recall that D(k) = � (6k � 1)!26k�1 if 1 � k � 3(2!3! : : : (2k � 4)!)(2k � 4)!32(6k � 1)!24k+3 if k � 4that makes the checking easy. A framing change on a component induces a multiplication of ZK(L)by some exp(k2 ), with k 2 Z, on this component that does not change the denominator estimate.�Remark 9.6 The above denominators could be improved by using the result �5 = 0, but the authorhas not checked the unpublished Poirier proof of this result that involves a Maple computation.22
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